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University Course – General Information
Welcome:
Restaurant „Treibhaus“, Angerzellgasse 8
22nd of September 2019
19:00

Program:
The preliminary course program is available for download on the web-page.

Farewell Party:
University of Innsbruck, Campus Technik
12:30
27th of September 2019

Venue for the duration of the course:
Department of Ecology
Seminar room ground floor
(meet at the fish tank)
Technikerstraße 25
6020 Innsbruck
(the big house with purple blinds)

Accommodation

Bus stop „Technik“
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Transportation - IVB
The transport service IVB provides Innsbruck with tickets and travel guides. A bus ticket can be
purchased at the airport. The ticket machine is called “Ticketautomat” and you need an
“Einzelticket”, few machines have the option to switch the language. Don’t hesitate to ask a staff
member of the airport, should there be any problems.
The second option to purchase a ticket is at the bus itself. The bus driver can provide you with a valid
ticket.
Ticket price:
Ticket machine
Bus driver

€ 2.50
€ 3.10

On the map below, you can see the bus lines (which are marked in the map) from the airport to the
accommodation. Please take the bus F (violet line) to Innsbruck Angergasse and then take the bus T
(green line) until “Technik“ (one ticket is valid for the whole trip). The orange line is the direction to
walk from busstop “Technik” to your accommodation.

(Airport)
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The University Innsbruck will provide a one week public transport ticket for your personal use to
explore Innsbruck. The tickets are valid for one person and one week in Innsbruck. Please validate
the ticket the first time when you´re on the bus/train. You can use it to get into the old city and back
as well as to the airport and other places in town.
You can get to the city centre taking the tram-train “2“ from the station “Technik”.

Welcome
You`re most welcome to join us on the first evening for a “Welcome Get Together“.
Where:

Restaurant „Treibhaus“
Angerzellgasse 8 | 6020 Innsbruck
Tel. +43 512 572000
Web: www.treibhaus.at (German only)

When:

19:00 on the 22nd of September 2019

How to get there: You take the tram-train “2“ towards “Innsbruck Josef-Kerschbaumer-Straße“ and
leave the tram at the station “Museumstraße“. From there it is a short walk to the restaurant, which
is a bit hidden in a small alleyway (see map – no worries, you’ll manage to find it easily)
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Accommodation – Kolpinghaus Innsbruck
The accommodation, Kolpinghaus Innsbruck, is located in Viktor-Franz-Hess-Straße 7. It’s in walking
distance to the venue.

Single rooms are reserved for the participant of this course on the following terms:
»

Single room:
€ 202.- (incl. bedclothes and towels)
o with own bathroom/toilet
o breakfast
o free Wi-Fi
o not incl. hairdryer, shampoo, body wash

»
»
»

Duration:
Check-in:
Check-out:

22nd September – 28th September 2019 (6 nights)
all weekdays until midnight
until 10:00

Note: Variations (e.g. no breakfast, check-in on a later date, leave earlier) are possible upon
request, but the price stays the same.
You will receive an invoice at the accommodation during check-in.
To book the room send a confirmation email until the 5th of July to
weiterbildung@uibk.ac.at
If you have any further questions in regard to the accommodation, check-in /out or room amenities
don’t hesitate to contact the staff of Kolpinghaus Innsbruck.
Silvia Herburger
Administration
T 0043-512-22836
E kolpinghaus.ibk@chello.at
H https://www.kolpinghaus-innsbruck.at/ (German only)
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Innsbruck
From all major cities in Austria, Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol province, has the most picturesque
backdrop: nestled in the gorgeous deep valley of the River Inn, between the scenic Karwendel
Mountains to the north and Tuxer Mountains to the south. The city offers a long list of outdoor
activities, but it is most often visited by the skiing and mountain hiking lovers. A variety of mountain
transportation facilities can be found in the city, providing numerous opportunities for skiing and
walking. The main street of Innsbruck is the beautiful, lively and elegant Maria Theresien Street,
which is a major transport artery but is closed for private vehicles. Innsbruck is a pleasant and quiet
city with down to earth atmosphere and citizens who enjoy a high standard of living. There are a
great number of architectural monuments to discover and most of them are compactly located
within the area of the historical city centre (Altstadt). The city is the third largest university centre of
Austria and offers an intense night life and numerous entertainment venues.

If you need more information, you´ll find it at the following websites:
Sightseeing and City Walks:
http://www.gpsmycity.com/tours/innsbruck-museums-3650.html
http://www.innsbruck.info/en/experience/sightseeing/routes-tours/1-day-in-innsbruck.html
http://www.innsbruck.info/en/experience
Night Life:
http://www.innsbruck.info/en/innsbruck-city/experience/nightlife-in-innsbruck.html
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